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H. z. BRAY. The theorem can be extended to the· case of more than two variables. Tm:oREK B. U u(z, y) is an absolutely continuous function of y for every value of z (a s z s b, c s y s d), and is summable linearly with regard to z, for every value of y, and if aufay is summable superficially in the same region, then f(y) = [ u(z, y) dz is an absolutely continuous function of y.
For since autay is summable superficially, and u linearly, is proved. UDiform absolute continuity.
• Consider a sequence of summable functions/,.(z) which converge to tl!e functionf(z) over the set E.
DEFINITION. The absolute continuity of the integrals is ~d to be uniform over the set E, if to every positive t there corresponds a 3 such that independent of"' provided that e be a portion of E, of measure less than 3 (Vitali).
Ts:EoKEK C. 
is a continuous function of the two variables z andy. For consider the expression
The first term can be made as small as we please by taking I y -Yo I small enough, independent of z, since u is limited. The second term can be written 
It is to be noted that, since u, aujax, aujay, etc., are summable superficially, the values of a, (c), for which the lines x =a, (y =c), do not satisfy condition (7), form a set of zero measure.
• Also, for the same reason, the values of X., X2, Y., Y 2 , for which the left-hand members of equations (A), (B) do not have a meaning, form a set of zero measure.t Hence conditions (5) and (7) are satisfied by nearly every rectangle in R.
• A summable function is the derivative oC its indefinite integral nearly everywhere. IT. The proof of the theorem is obtained by the use of approximating polynomials, • defined as follows:
where E is a positive number, less than any of the numbers a,
It is well known that P,. [u(x, y) ] approaches u(x, y) nearly everywhere in S, and therefore by condition (7) nearly everywhere on the boundary of S, asp.= ao. It is to be noted that the functions P,. [u(x, y)], P,. [u(x, y)] are limited in their sets. It is also well known that Q,.
[u] = P,.
[u] -P,. [u] approaches zero and that P ,.
[u] approaches u as 11. = ao.
ill. The method of proof is as follows: Since P,. [u], P,.[v] are polynomials, they satisfy the conditions of Green's Theorem, as usually stated, and we can therefore write:
It is proved that, on the boundary of S lim aP. ~ and similar relations are proved for P ,. [v] . It is shown moreover that the limits of the above integrals, in (1), are equal to the integrals of the limits of their integrands. We thus obtain, by taking the limits of both sides of (1), the formula to be proved: We have to prove that the absolute continuity of the integrals in (1) is uniform with regard to p. (Theorem C). IV. We consider now the quantity:
_ A glance at the diagram of the regions of integration of P ,.
[u] and P,.
[u) will show that Q,.
[u] is the sum of eight terms of which the following are typical:
With regard to a,., we see that the inner integral is an absolutely continuous function of z for all values of 'I; hence, using Leibnitz' rule, and difterentiating with respect to z, we obtain:
Since the integrand of the second term is an absolutely continuous function of z for all values of " we can difterentiate again, using Leibnitz' rule for Lebesgue integrals* and obtain:
• Jr+. 
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Writing (j,. in the form whose summability is not evident are of a form of which the following is typical:
..,+.a 11
The presen~e of the factor [1 -(~ -x) 2 ],.. in the integrand will evidently not affect the discussion. We shall therefore consider the function f. ' a af.'
and change the variable of integration by putting
We thus obtain 
A GREEN'S TBEOREK IN TEBKS OF LEBESGUE INTEGBALS.
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Let us now perform the following transformation: using the results of Theorem A 1-t 0 1-E-Z X = z + E + (1 -E -z)t,
and the integral, 
We have now shown that (ajay)u[z+E+(1-E-z)t, y-E)[1-E-Z] is summable in the region corresponding to E(X, Y, T), i.e., in
VII. We next show that the absolute continuity of
. if J12Q~dzdy is uniform with regard to ~· The term
is typical of those which go to make up A 2 Q,. [u] . Ignoring the factor (1 -E 2 )•/k/ which approaches zero as~= co, and writing 
for nearly every point (zo, Yo) of B, consequently of 8.
IX. Consider now the expression
a -
It is easy to show by means of Theorem A, as we applied it to the
is summable in the three-dimensional region [ -E :;: ~ S E, tJ :5 Z S b, -E ::S 'I -:= E).
Hence we can write, treating aufay in the same way,
where tr is the area of a square containing the point (E + zo, "+ y 0 ) as center. Let us choose a sequence of numbers tTi approaching zero as a limit as p = co. Then, if the absolute continuity of the integrals
is uniform with regard to i over the rectangle [-e ::s ~ ::s e, -e ::s " ::s e),
we can write
To prove that such is the ease we can ignore the factor [1-rJ,.[1-., 2 )", which is positive and limited, and consider the integral ;v+--f"o+-1 f_"f_" 
Therefore, since/ is summable and lim V 
·==·
X. We now have to discuss the absolute continuity of the integrals appearing in equation (1), with regard to uniformity.
The functions P ,.
[u], P ,. [v] are limited in their sets: they will therefore not affect the discussion. We therefore consider the integral [[:zP[u(x, y) :zP,.[u(z, y) we can therefore write
We now make use of the statement (6) XI. With regard to the right-hand member of equation (1) we proceed as follows:
We have shown that is uniform for all values of the parameters ~~ " in the region [ -f ::: .e ~ f, -f ~ " ::: f).
